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EmLap in Dudley:
5 years and still travelling



Maintaining momentum in a challenging 
environment

• Be alert, be positive, and be opportunistic

• Look out for new initiatives, new strategies, new national 
policy, new staff

• Think of these as surfer does a wave
– ‘A source of energy moving roughly in the direction we want to go’

– Latch on to them

– Speed of change..

• Also be ready for disappointments
– Acknowledge these will happen

– Celebrate success

– Refresh, reappraise, renew and go again



Evidence for the ELC programme

• ‘WHY DON’T MERCEDES BENZ PUBLISH RANDOMIZED TRIALS?’
• Timothy O’Brien, Richard Viney*, Alan Doherty* and Kay Thomas

• 2010 British Journal of Urology International

‘The new Mercedes E class has just been released and buyers can be confident that the 
new version will be better than the old; safer, quicker, more comfortable, more reliable, 

and technologically more advanced than the previous version. In short, the quality of the 
product will be better. The consumer, even a urologist, can be confident of this without 

needing to access The European Journal of Automotive Engineering to read the results of 
a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of the old version against the new, replete with p-

values, CIs and statistical significance’



Nov 2013: Lean Action Days

• Feb 2011

• Nov 2013 

• Context at the time
– National awareness

– Patient Stories

– Clinician Concerns, RCA

– Local Audit



Patient Stories and Audit



 1. RCS  mer ency   r ery  o icy Brie in   e t      

Outcome 1: This is ‘index condition’

• The Acute Abdomen is often a time critical 
emer ency…

– Should be treated as such

• Resources

• Pathways

• Target treatment times

• De ay…
• Physiological deterioration

• Loss of functional reserve and onset multi-organ impairment

• Increase complications and mortality1

• ‘De ay costs  ives’



Outcome 2: understanding our service

• Service usually good

• Change will require a whole
systems approach

“As a complex organisation we are bound by 
invisible fabrics of interrelated actions… since 
we are part of that lacework ourselves, it is 

doubly hard to see the whole pattern. 
Instead we tend to focus on snapshots of 

isolated parts of the system and wonder why 
our deepest problems never get solved… The 
essence of mastering systems thinking lies in 

seeing patterns where others see only 
events and forces to react to”



Outcome 3: Change is achievable

• No silver bullets
– Faith in service

and ourselves

– Realistic change
possible..

– Urgent care ≠ h rried care…

“Urgency means paying the details the attention they deserve, with 
the respect they deserve, without delay.”

“Success is a few simple disciplines, practiced every day; 
while failure may be tiny errors/omissions, repeated every day.”



Outcomes 4: Our way forward

• Local priorities for intervention

• 1. Access to Senior Review

• 2. Access to CT scanning

• 3. Access to theatre

– Make these things easier for staff to achieve, and more 
re iab e…  or  atients to receive

• 4. Awareness, status and priority of patients with 
acute abdomen

• Name… EmLap
• Team...



• Team met monthly

• Pathway to embrace EmLap
principles at every stage

• Details matter 

• Timely care

• Addressed o r ‘Bi  Three’
– Early senior review

– Prompt CT

– Access to theatres

• > 1year

Burning Ambition: EmLap Team

Jenny Wright NELA lead
Peter Waterland Surgical SpR
Peter Doyle ED Consultant
Lynn Badger ED Sister
Daniel Peters GM
Liz Brookes SAU
Stephen Garratt Em Surgery Coordinator

Tim Usher Senior Radiographer
Louisa Adams Theatres
Tina Sheldon Switchboard Manager
Paul Bytheway Executive lead
Jane Taylor Medical Illustration
Chris McAvoy Data Analyst
Kustav Mukerjee Data Analyst

Other Key members of EmLap team



The next 15 months!

• How to achieve local priorities
– Escalation/priority processes

• How would we know if they were happening 
or not?

• How could we ensure ‘ riority  rocesses’ not 
abused?

• How will we feedback progress to staff?

• Write the paper pathway!

• Pilot



Process redesign

• 1. Early Senior Review : 2222 EmLap referral
• 2. Prompt CT scanning : CTabdoEmLap
• 3. Prioritised theatre booking : EmLap priority Th booking

– Set standards…
– Negotiate escalation policies
– Audit progress…

•  mbed ‘e-tags’

• K I’s
– DtT time

– CT times

– NELA/EPOCH (later)



Language of EmLap

• These are a complex patient 
group

– Urgent need for senior surgical 
opinion at the bed-side

• Time critical 
emer ency…

• Early intervention saves
lives



Language of EmLap

‘Think EmLap’

‘Timely detailed care’‘Door to theatre time’



Launch: Feb 2015
• Go Big

– Ward to Board

– Comms

– Events

– Depart meetings

– EPOCH..

• Feedback..



EmLap post launch time-line

• 2015 Feb: Launch Event
EmLap added to Th DB

• 2015 July: EPOCH Launch
• 2015–present: NELA/EmLap Analyst support
• 2015 Oct: Medicine Governance meeting

Hospital Grand Round
• 2015 12 Th DB alert Th 4 staff of booking
• 2016-present: FY 1 and FY 2 teaching annual
• 2016 April: HSJ Value award ‘Highly commended’

• 2016-present: Quarterly NELA newsletter



Awareness / Feedback Work



EmLap post launch time-line

• 2016-17: Develop COTE Business case

• 2017: P-POSSUM on ThDB…
Count down clock on ThDB
CCOR added to 2222-EmLap

• 2017 May: EmLap-2 launch meeting
• EmLap Sticker

• WHO sign-out adaption

• EmLap pens

• Surgical SpR induction leaflet

• 2017 July: REmLap starts recruiting

• 2017 Dec: FLO-ELA info added



Awareness / Feedback Work



WHO sign out: EmLap



EmLap post launch time-line

• 2018 7: COTE service starts

• 2019 2: Auto-email. FLO-ELA and COTE

• 2019 3: Replaced P-POSSUM with NELA 
scoring

• 2019 5: EmLap-CT times updated



Measuring and auditing change

• Internally collected date
– E-tags

– Switchboard

– EPR

– Th DB (bespoke)

• NELA
– EPOCH

– NELA reports / Dashboard

– ELC Run Chart Tool



Yr 1 EmLap K I’s….. Timeliness

Book to report CT timesDoor to theatre time; on and off pathway



U date a dit o  ‘door to theatre’ time

• 1st July 2015 – 16th June2019

• 733 cases on our DB and NELA

• 7 6 cases with ‘Arrive  D and ‘ tart anaesthetic’

• Compare (5 cohorts)
– ‘A   comers’ (7 6 cases)

– No e-tags = no evidence ever on pathway (285 cases)

– 2222-EmLap e-tag  (154 cases)

– 2222-EmLap + CT-EmLap (81 cases)

– 2222-EmLap + CT-EmLap + EmLap Th Booking (64 cases)



‘Door to Theatre time’

Number 
of tags

DtT time 
(hrs)

0 46
1 38
2 20
3 13



ELC process measures:
the 6 Step Pathway

• Time epochs

– T0 = Start NELA (EmLap
run in (Dec 2013)

– T1 = EmLap Launch (Feb 
2015)

– T2 = 2 years of 
‘embeddin ’ (Feb    7)



ELC-1: Check lactate / document risk



ELC-2: Sepsis / antibiotics pre-op



Use of LiDCO: FLO-ELA



ELC-5: Post-op Critical Care



ELC-6: Consultant led care



Time to Theatre (All):
Decision to operate



Immediate (<2hrs) and Urgent 2A (2-6hrs) 



Urgent 2B (6-18) and Expediated2A (>18h) 



ELC Outcomes:
Crude In Hospital Mortality



ELC Outcomes:
Hospital Length of Stay



COTE

Impact LOS over next 2 yrs?



Impact of change takes time



















New OOH Radiology service:
Contact via switch and they will also arrange with radiographer

Allows e-tag, and facilitate audit


